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ABSTRACT
Using 4,056 subscribers’ data about actual gambling behavior over the Internet, we developed behavioral markers
which can be used to predict the level of risk that a subscriber is prone to gambling addiction. SAS® Enterprise
Miner™ 12.1 is used to build a set of models to predict which subscriber is likely to become a high-risk internet
gambler. The data contains 114 variables such as “first active date” and “first active product used” on the website as
well as the characteristics of the game such as fixed odds, poker, casino, games, etc. Other measures of a
subscriber’s data such as money put at stake and what odds are being bet are also included in the analysis. These
variables provide a comprehensive view of a subscriber’s behavior while gambling over the website. The target
variable is modeled as a binary variable, 0 indicating a risky gambler and 1 indicating a controlled gambler. The
model comparison algorithm of SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.1 is used to determine the best model. The stepwise
regression performs the best among a set of 25 models which are run using over 100 permutations of each model.
The stepwise regression model predicts a high-risk Internet gambler with an accuracy of 69.63% with variables
capturing individual’s behavioral patterns.

INTRODUCTION
For many people, gambling can turn into an addiction associated with a high risk factor. Those in the younger age
group (16-24) are most likely to become online gambling addicts. There are many factors which can differentiate a
gambling addict from someone who is not. People gamble for many different reasons. Some people do it for fun while
some people have money to burn. Some do it as a habit and some are very good at it. Which socio economic or
hedonic factor pushes someone to gamble is important but that does not tell us whether that person is likely to
become an addict or not. Perhaps this can best be determined by tracking a user’s behavior while the person is
gambling online over a period of time. In this paper, we analyze data from a gambling website spread across a 4
week period to:


Determine betting patterns displayed at the time of actual Internet gambling on a betting site that can serve
as behavioral markers to predict the development of addiction-related problems.



Analyze each independent variable in relation to the target variable to determine the most important
attributes which influence the risk of gambling addiction.



Define a specific set of behavioral patterns which are most likely to originate in an internet user who has a
possibility of becoming an addict.



Build a data mining model, which will predict whether a user may become an internet gambling addict.

DATA PREPARATION
The data was subjected to a few transformations before being used for analysis or model building. The number of
available variables in the data set are quite high. Because the variables involved in the data set are actual behavioral
markers of a subscriber online, most of these variables need to remain intact for analysis. However there are a few
variables which are removed after careful consideration (those with more than 50% missing values).
Most of the variables in the data are continuous and a few are nominal. Variables such as first game played and the
most frequent game played have been set as nominal variables with 5 levels. The variables such as risk group1 and
risk group2 have been combined into a single variable called risk group combined. After recoding the variables and
grouping rare levels and removing variables with high percentage of missing values we have the final set of variables
as shown in Display 1.
This paper used data from the Transparency Project (www.thetransparencyproject.org), Division on Addiction,
Cambridge Health Alliance, a teaching affiliate of Harvard Medical School.
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Display 1. Results from the Metadata Node.
Many variables have a considerable amount of missing values. These are dealt with using the impute node. First the
missing cutoff is set to 50%. The most frequently occurring (mode) class or level is used to substitute for the missing
value in a nominal variable. Most of the variables are continuous variables and the missing values for such variables
have been imputed by the mean. The stat explore node is used to determine the missing percentages and values of
skewness and kurtosis.

Display 2. Results from the Stat Explore Node

Display 3. Results from the Stat Explore Node.
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Display 4. Results from the impute node.

TRANSFORMING VARIABLES
96 variables of the original set of variables are interval variables. Various transformation methods were considered
and each transformation method available in SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.1 was checked and analyzed to determine
which method is performing better in terms of reducing the values of skewness and kurtosis. After all the methods
available were run using the transform node and compared, it was found that three simple methods work best during
the transformation. These are:
Log — Variable is transformed by taking the natural log of the variable. This is done if there is substantially positive
skewness with zero values Formula: New Variable X = Log10(X+C)
Log — Variable is transformed by taking the natural log of the variable. This is done if there is substantially positive
skewness with no zero values Formula: New Variable X = Log10(X)
Square Root — Variable is transformed by taking the square root of the variable. This is done if there is moderately
positive skewness. Formula: New Variable X=SQrt(x)
After these transformations have been applied the values of skewness and kurtosis have been considerably reduced.
A variable selection node is then run to get a sense of which variables may be the most important variables. These
variables are passed on to the modeling nodes as input variables.

Display 5. Results from the Variable Importance Node.
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DATA PARTITION
The data needs to be partitioned before it can be used for model building for an honest assessment of models. The
data is split into 70% training and 30% validation data. Prior probabilities should be adjusted when the sample
proportions of the classes in the training set differ substantially from the proportions in the operational data to be
scored. However, in this case of analysis there is not much difference in these values.

Display 6. Partition Summary

Display 7. Process Flow (Partial).

MODEL BUILDING
The first sets of models run are the logistic regression models. The term editor property of the regression node is
used to create and add specific variable interactions. The selection criterion for each regression model is set to
validation misclassification. A set of neural networks models are also run using a progressively increased number of
hidden units and layers with multilayer perception or radial basis with equal width and unequal width. Decision tree
models are also run using various options available through SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.1. Decision trees have also
been used for collapsing the set of categorical values into ranges that are aligned with the values of a selected target
variable or value. The gradient boosting model has been used to create a series of decision trees that together form a
single predictive model. Each tree in the series has been fit to the residual of the prediction of the trees that have
been used in the model. A total of 24 models are selected after analyzing over a 100 models as shown in the flow
diagram reported in Display 8.
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Display 8. Model building Process Flow.

MODEL COMPARISON:
Each of the models were compared using the model comparison algorithm of SAS® Enterprise Miner™ 12.1. The
validation misclassification rate is considered the most important criteria for selecting the best model because our
goal is to create the best model for predicting who will be a gambling addict. The lower the misclassification rate, the
better the model. Misclassification rate is the percent of the outcomes predicted incorrectly. As shown in Table 1, the
regression model performs the best with lowest misclassification as well as a low averaged squared error with values
of 0.30 and 0.20 respectively.

Model

Validation
Misclassification

Validation
ASE

Stepwise regression

0.30378

0.20114

Backward regression

0.30378

0.20114

Forward regression

0.30378

0.20114

LARS

0.30624

0.20013

Probit regression

0.30624

0.20032

Logit regression

0.30706

0.20009

2 factor regression

0.30706

0.20009

Partial Least Squares

0.3087

0.20161

Equal volume normalized radial

0.30952

0.20161

Equal height normalized radial

0.31034

0.20185

Neural Network

0.31117

0.20284
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Equal width normalized radial

0.31117

0.20284

Unequal width ordinary radial

0.31117

0.20291

Cloglog regression

0.31199

0.20188

Gradient Boosting

0.31363

0.21355

Customized Splitting rule

0.31773

0.21307

DMNeural

0.31856

0.20873

MBR

0.32594

0.21455

Dmine Regression

0.32923

0.21584

Decision tree

0.33087

0.21623

Variance tree

0.33087

0.21623

Interactive decision tree

0.34072

0.22231

Ordinary radial equal width

0.49589

0.24998

Interactive decision tree 2(nsubtree)

0.49589

0.24998

Table 1. Summary of Validation Misclassification and ASE of Models Compared.

All models tend to predict well at higher lift percentiles. But the stepwise regression model seems to be doing well
across all the percentiles. Given below is a comparison of the best regression, the best neural network, and the best
decision tree built for various performance metrics.

Performance Rate
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Missclassification rate

Average squared error
Step wise

ROC curve

Decision tree

Ensemble

KS Statistic
Neural network

Gini Coefficient
Mbr

Display 9: Model Performance Metrics
In each case the stepwise regression model performs the best. From all the models built, it can be observed from
Table 1 that many of the top models are all regression models. From display 10 of the ROC curve it can be seen that
the stepwise regression model has the highest area under the curve, meaning it is performing better than the rest of
the models.
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Display 10. ROC Curve

EXPLANATION OF THE BEST MODEL
The best model identified via stepwise regression consists of the following effects: Intercept, G_firstgameplayed
,LG10_IMP_p1sdstakes31days, LG10_p1avgbetsperactiveday, LG10_p2avgbetsperday, LG10_p2sumstake31days,
LG10_p2totalactivedays_31days, LG10_totalactivedays_31days, LG10_wk2_p2sumbets, LG10_wk3frequency,
LG10_wk4frequency, LG10_wkday_pcsumstakes and LG10_wkend_pgsumbets.
The most important variables in the stepwise regression based on the odds ratio are LG10_wk3frequency and
LG10_wk4frequency. These two variables indicate log transformed values of the number of active days of a
subscriber during his 3rd and 4th week online. The cumulative % response chart shown below indicates that if the top
twenty percent of subscribers are selected based on the regression model, then 83% of them will be correctly
predicted as the high risk internet gamblers.

Display 11. Percent Captured Response
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Display 10. Parameter Estimates
From Display 10 we find that all the variables involved in the model are statistically significant at the traditional 5%
level. Total active days in 31 days since the first deposit date for live action which is, the
Lg10_p2totalactivedays_31days gives the number of active days during the month, the negative coefficients in these
values indicates that some variables actually reduce the chance of a subscriber becoming an gambling addict.

Table 2. Average Values of Gambling Addicts vs Non-Addicts for the Important Variables.
According to the stepwise model and its important variables, the first game played for a controlled customer is either
fixed odds or live action. The variable first game played has five levels. 1= Fixed Odds; 2 = Live Action; 3 = Poker; 4
= Casino Type Games; 5= Other Games. For an addict it is likely to be to live action. The variable
‘P1SDStakes31days’ is the variability of wagers in fixed odds in 31 days since the first deposit date. This is very high
for subscribers who are likely to develop a gambling addiction. The values vary from 17 for a controlled subscriber to
41 to not controlled subscribers likely to develop a condition.
The variable ‘p2avgbetsperactiveday’ is the average number of bets per active day of live action. Again this is very
high for the subscribers who are likely to turn into gambling addicts compared to the ones who are controlled.
Summarizing the patterns in Table 1 indicate that a subscriber who is likely to develop a gambling addiction and
become a gambling addict will have a high average bet per day on live action and will put more at stake on live action
compared to controlled gamblers. The number of active days playing live action will be considerably more for the
likely addict and so will be the total number of active days during the month. As the likely addict reaches the second
week he will start putting more on stake on live action bets. And the number of active days during week 3 and week 4
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increase in comparison to that of a non-gambling addict. The gambling addict will also have more staked on the
casino game online as indicated by the values in Table 1. Apart from these variables, the combination of the first
game played and the most frequent game played has significant effect on the target. If the first game played is live
action and it has been played at least three times then it is a contributing factor.

CONCLUSION:
From the stepwise regression and the all the other models built, the following can be considered behavioral markers
for subscribers who are likely to develop an online gambling addiction.


Internet gambling addict’s first game is likely to be fixed odds or live action.



The average time spent by the people online on the website during the first 4 weeks is considerably higher
for Internet gambling addicts.



Majority of this time of Internet gambling addicts is spent betting on live action



The average wager and money put at stake in every case during the course of the 4 weeks is at least 2
times higher for Internet gambling addicts.



The total active days spent online is more for Internet gambling addicts

Controlled users and gambling addicts are defined by a specific set of characteristics. The behavior analyzed
throughout the data is over a period of 4 weeks on a single website. The purpose of the analysis was to explore
whether the initial behavior or the early behavior during the first month will give some indicators which help us prelabel the early behavior markers for gambling addicts. While this data provided some of the desired insights, caution
is needed to read too much into these numbers because these are form one particular gambling web site. These
indicators may vary across multiple websites because they might offer different assortment of games, terms or
conditions. More research is needed to delineate these factors using data from multiple online gambling web sites.
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